Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Software testing is a necessary procedure in nearly every and every new developing project. it's conjointly referred to as debugging the software system. Debugging is that the technique of discover and dropping the fault during a worm. Debugger could be a debugging tool that helps to recognizing coding mistakes at numerous software system progress stages. Software testing is that the major activity of estimating and accomplishing product with Associate in Nursing observation to seek out out faults. it's the procedure wherever the system constraints and system modules square measure enforced and calculable manually or by exploitation automation tools to work out whether or not the system is fulfilling the particular requisites or not [1] .
In our analysis we've acknowledged the implications of num-ber of rejected defects in software system product and so accessed the facts over range of incorrect reports that cascade in recognized categories of reasons for bug rejection. Our analysis provides a applied math analysis over the relationship among range of reportable bugs and rejected bugs.
The rest of paper bifurcated as problem statement in section II.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The objective of testing is to get the issues and provide the higher resolution to avoid such styles of issues. Software testing usually represents fourhundredth of a computer code development budget. to start out any testing method initial of all test engineer ought to got to prepare take a look at document and take a look at plan.
A. Objective
It shows that,what is the aim of writing the test plan. This take a look at arrange is written to check the practicality of product.
B. Scope
It consists of two sub part: 1) inscope i.e, features which needs to be teste: 2) out of scope i.e, features which need not to be tested:
C. Test Methodology
It defines the kinds of testing that needs to be performed by check engineer for begin specific release. Testing sorts square measure shown as below: 2) Missing code: i.e., developer has forgotten to develop that particular feature and it is not available in the application.
3) Extra coding: i.e., developer has created a feature which is not available in the requirement but exists in application. Here are the entire process of bug life cycle:
 As soon as we get a bug status of bug is New/Open  The bug is reported to the concerned person by changing the status as Assigned  Once developer gets the bug, first he is going to go through the bug i.e., check if it is valid or not then if it is valid bug start re-producing the bug i.e., perform the actions on the application according to steps mentioned in the bug report and then change the code  The code changes are done, the developer changes the status to fixed.
 The test Engineer starts re-testing the bug and if it is fixed properly then changes the status to closed. Else if bug is still exists then status is change to reopen and assign it back once again to the developer. This process continues until the bug is fixed or closed.
III. CLASSIFICATION OF DEFECTS
A defect in software testing is an error in programming or logic that causes a program to failure or to produce wrong/unexpected outcome.
Following are the different types of defects/bug:
A. Invalid or rejected bug
Whenever scenario is wrong and developer does not accept it as a bug then it is called invalid/rejected bug.
This bug generally occurred due to the following cases: 1) Case1: if check Engineer misunderstood the need and may log the bug then developer can amendment the standing to invalid. however check Engineer bear it and if he conjointly feel that its invalid and closes the bug by keeping the standing as close.
2) Case2: if developer misunderstood the need and changes the standing to invalid once bear. The Test Engineer can bear the bug and he conjointly might reproduce it and if the bug exists extremely he alters the standing from invalid to re-open.
B. Duplicate bug
When same bug is found by different Test Engineer then it is known as duplicate bug. This bug is occurred because of following reasons: Common features (modules) which is access by both the Test Engineer.
Dependent features.
Solution for avoid the duplicate bug 1) Search in bug repository, if bug already exists, do not log (report) a bug. If bug does not exist, log (report) a bug and store in bug repository.
2) Send it to developer and carbon copy to all test engi-neers.
C. Not-Reproducible bug
Developer accepts the bug but not able to find the same bug after following the navigation steps mentioned in the bug report.
Reasons for not-reproducible bug:
Platform mismatch 1) Server mismatch: Test Engineer tests the application in one server and developer may reproduce the bug in another server, to avoid this mention server name in bug report.
2) Environment mismatch: Test Engineer tests the ap-plication in different operating system and browser and developer may reproduce the bug in different operating system and browser, to avoid this mention platform name in bug report.
Data mismatch Scenario may be correct, but for testing an application, Test Engineer use different data and developer may use different data for reproducing the bug, to avoid this mention test data in bug report.
Build mismatch Test Engineer got a bug in one build and developer reproduce the same bug in different/another build due to time constraint it is known as build mismatch
D. Cant fix bug
Developer accept the bug, also able to reproduce it but not able to perform code changes due to some reasons. These reasons are as follows thats why developer cant fix the bug: 1) Core of code (bug is in the core of code):
2) No technology support If there will be major changes in bug then developer cant say that cant fix that bug. Cant fix bug should be minor bug but all minor bug cannot be cant fix bug.:
E. In-consistent bug
In 1st time take a look at Engineer found a bug however at the moment he's not able to notice identical bug in next time, thus to avoid the inconsistency take a look at Engineer ought to take the screenshot and follow the subsequent steps 1) As soon as Test Engineer got the bug first to take the final screenshot of that bug:
2) Re-confirm the bug whether it is consistent or not:
3) If bug is consistent then search the bug in bug repository. If bug report is not found then prepare the bug report and send it to the developer: F. Deferred/Postpone bug Even though there's a bug, it's shelve to the longer term releases due to time constraint. thanks to time constraint developer going to make it to delayed i.e. he can fix it in next unleash. In the initial builds, bugs cant be delayed however within the later stages thanks to the deadline he will delayed the bug. But the test engineer can make certain bug will be very delayed or not. Deferred bug will be minor bug however the whole minor bug cannot be delayed. we have a tendency to cannot shut the bug till it's fastened in next unleash.
G. Requests for Enhancement
These are the suggestion given by the test engineer towards the enhancement of the application.
IV. RESULT ANALYSIS
To avoid various types of bug, test engineer should uses relational database for its repository and prepare a test case template as well as bug report template which are shown as follows:
In table I, severity means what kind of bug and its impact on application whereas priority means the order in which the bug has to be fixed by the developer team. Pre-Condition is the minimum data configuration that needs to be created by Test Engineer before starting the test process.
In table II, build defines a piece of software which consists of set of features, bug fixes and needs to be tested for stability or check whether build is stable or not. 
